Technical Data Sheet
Big Wire Snap Trap/
Small Wire Snap Trap
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Big Wire Snap Trap & Small Wire Snap Trap:
Latest generation mousetrap with an innovative design. With easy bait placement,
frame and catch.
They are easy to use, safe and sanitary.
Just place the mousetrap where the rodents are present (next to a wall), put the
bait in the appropriate cup, arm the trap, pulling back on the upright bar until it
locks firmly and it is ready to catch rodents.
More resistant, sturdy, durable and effective than traditional wooden traps.
After capturing, it is not necessary to touch the rodent with your hands.
Two dimensions available, appropriate to the type of rodent to be captured.

Characteristics:
-

Vertical arm/disarm bar
Pre-formed Bait cup
Large disarming plate (preventing premature tripping)
Made of ABS and steel components (durable; easy to clean)
Compatible with most bait stations

Dimensions :

Unit Dimension (mm)

Carton Specification

Big Wire Snap Trap
(ref.201.100)

Small Wire Snap Trap
(ref.201.97)

145X80X70

110x50x55

24uni
320x340x470mm
3 kgs

24uni
320x340x47mm
2 kgs

Instructions:
1. Place the mousetrap on a diagonal position and pull back the trigger bar
until it locks firmly in the back. Keep your hands away from the mousetrap
entrance and notice to handle it carefully not to harm yourself.
2. Place inside the cylinder and/or above the tilting cup any kind of food
(cheese, bread, chocolate, etc.).
3. Place the mousetrap in a place infested by rodents, preferably a dark place.
4. It is recommended the use at least of two to three traps to increase capture
probabilities.
5. Once captured, remove the animal without touching it with your hands,
pressing the bar down until the animal is released.
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Additional notes:
Keep out of reach of children and pets.
Notice to handle the mousetrap carefully. This is not a toy.

Product produced by:
PLASTDIVERSITY, LDA.
Rua dos Alentojeiros, nº136 – Ap.4
3091-902 Marinha das Ondas – PORTUGAL
Tel: +351 233959490
Fax: +351 233959476
E-mail: comercial@plastdiversity.com

plastdiversity@hotmail.com
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